After you use PCmover to set up your new (destination) PC, you may need to remove certain programs or files from either your old (source) PC or your new (destination) PC to remain in compliance with the End User License Agreements (EULAs) of your software.

To maximize system compatibility, PCmover may not transfer certain system settings. This may affect system utilities (such as antivirus and antispyware) and other applications that install system services. You may need to reinstall those applications on the destination PC. Additionally, PCmover does not transfer hardware configuration information, so printers and other hardware may need their drivers installed on the destination computer.

Files with Digital Rights Management (such as certain music files) and applications that require keys or serial numbers with a hardware fingerprint may require reactivation or may not function properly on the destination PC. While reactivation or reinstallation will usually resolve any problems, you may need to contact the appropriate vendor for specific instructions.